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Purpose: To assess the residual geometrical errors (dr) and their impact on the clinical target volumes
(CTV) dose coverage for head and neck cancer (HNC) proton therapy patients.
Methods: We analysed 28 HNC patients treated with 70 Gy (RBE) and 54.25 Gy (RBE) to the therapeutic
CTV70 and prophylactic CTV54.25, respectively. Daily cone beam CTs were converted to high quality syn-
thetic CTs (sCTs). The CTVs from the nominal CT were propagated to the corresponding sCTs using a
hybrid deformable image registration (propagated CTVs) in RayStation 11B. For 11 patients, all propa-
gated CTVs were reviewed by our HNC radiation oncologist (physician corrected CTVs).
The residual geometrical error dr was quantified as a function of the daily CTVs volume overlap with

the nominal plan CTV. The errors dr(propagated CTVs) and dr(physician corrected CTVs) and the differ-
ence in dice similarity coefficients (DDSC) were determined. Using clinical plans, dose coverage and the
tumor control probability (TCP) for the nominal, accumulated and voxel-wise minimum scenarios were
determined.
Results: The difference in the residual geometrical error dr (propagated CTVs – physician corrected CTVs)
and mean DSC (|DDSC|mean) were minor: Ddr(CTV70) = 0.16 mm, Ddr(CTV54.25) = 0.26 mm, |DDSC|
mean < 0.9%. For all 28 patients, dr(CTV70) = 1.91 mm and dr(CTV54.25) = 1.90 mm. However, CTV54.25

above and below the cricoid cartilage differed substantially (1.00 mm c.f. 3.93 mm). The CTV54.25 cover-
age below the cricoid was then almost always lower, although the TCP of the accumulated dose was
higher than the TCP of the voxel-wise minimum dose.
Conclusions: Setup uncertainty setting of 2 mm is possible. The feasibility of using propagated CTVs for
error determination is demonstrated.
� 2023 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Radiotherapy and Oncology 188 (2023) 109856 This is an

open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Radiotherapy plays a pivotal role in the management of head
and neck cancer (HNC) patients [1,2]. Prescription doses ranging
from 54 to 70 Gy are often administered to the prophylactic and
therapeutic target volumes, respectively using fractions of up to
2 Gy, 5 times/week [3]. Delivering adequate dose to the target vol-
ume is crucial to minimize locoregional recurrences [4]. To reduce
dose uncertainties, anatomical and treatment setup errors should
be considered in treatment planning [5,6].

Head and neck radiotherapy treatment setup is improved by
performing online verification using daily cone-beam computed
tomography (CBCT) on patients immobilized using thermoplastic
masks and individualized head support [7,8]. However, non-rigid
geometrical errors due to anatomical changes (e.g., tumor shrink-
age, edema, swallowing) remain largely uncorrected [9,10],
impacting target dose coverage [11], if no plan adaption is made.
Target volumes can also deform independently of the head and
neck anatomy [12]. Error margins due to intrafraction tumor
motion in the head and neck regions are found to be negligible
when excluding tongue displacements and swallowing effects
(�0.2 mm) [9]. When these effects are included, the motion of
tumors in the neck regions can increase up to a few millimeters
[9,12]. However, the impact of swallowing on dose coverage is gen-
erally small and may be considered negligible for most patients
[9,13].

Planning strategies to account for the residual geometrical
errors include clinical target volume (CTV) expansion to form the
planning target volume (PTV) [14,15] or scenario-based composite
min–max robustness optimization (CMRO) [16,17]. With improved
computational power, CMRO is becoming increasingly integrated
into treatment planning for both proton and photon RT [17–19].
Unlike the PTV recipe, this method does not assume dose-error
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Residual head and neck CTV geometrical errors and the corresponding dosimetric and TCP impact
invariance [20] and accounts for range errors inherent to proton RT
[17].

The use of larger CMRO setup and range uncertainty margins
can increase plan robustness but comes at the cost of higher dose
exposure to the organs at risk [21–23]: approximately 1 Gy/mm
geometrical and 0.5 Gy/1% range uncertainty [24,25]. Robust opti-
mization setup margins of 3 mm and up to 5 mm in the lymph
nodes, the parotid glands, and the larynx regions for HNC patients
immobilized with a mask and head rest have shown to be adequate
for CTV dose coverage based on realistic simulated error scenarios
[26,27]. With 3 mm margins, acute and late toxicity incidences
were further reduced without compromising locoregional control
[28]. Wagenaar et al. [25] used probabilistic dose accumulation
[29] and found sufficient target coverage with 2 mm∕3% geometri-
cal and range uncertainty settings for intensity modulated proton
therapy (IMPT). However, to define and validate robust geometri-
cal uncertainty margins of 2 mm, knowledge of the residual non-
rigid anatomical variations is required [30,31].

The aim of this study was to quantify the residual geometrical
errors of the head and neck CTVs to determine the CMRO setup
uncertainty setting. Range errors were considered 3%. Geometrical
errors here include non-rigid setup errors, tumor size and shape
changes and organ deformation and motion [32]. Daily synthetic
CTs (sCT) corrected from CBCTs are used to assess the CTV contour
variations. The impact of the errors on the accumulated dose and
tumor control probability (TCP) [33] of clinically delivered plans
are subsequently examined.
Materials and methods

Study cohort and treatment

In this retrospective study, 42 consecutive HNC patients treated
with IMPT between December 2018 and June 2019 at our institute
were included. For each patient, a daily CBCT based sCT was gener-
ated and evaluated by our HNC radiation oncologist from image
quality point of view. Consequently, 14 patients were excluded
from our analysis due to presence of strong dental artefacts in
the CBCT scans (10) and/or insufficient CBCT field of view (4):
the resulting sCTs were inadequate for the purpose of our study.
As a result, our analysis was performed on 28 patients. Our patient
population and the treatment characteristics are described in Sup-
plementary, Table 1.

All HNC patients were treated using simultaneous integrated
boost with 70 Gy (RBE) and 54.25 Gy (RBE) to the therapeutic
CTV (CTV70) and prophylactic CTV (CTV54.25), respectively with
IMPT. A constant relative biological effectiveness (RBE) factor of
1.1 was used. The IMPT beam arrangement comprises typically of
four beams depending on the location of the tumor, organs at risk
and the air cavities, with typical beam angles of 200�, 320�, 40� and
160� (plus a range shifter for the shallow part of the tumor [34]).
Beam angle deviations of ± 20� are accepted. The beam arrange-
ments were chosen so to avoid regions expected to be less repro-
ducible and that the beam path in the body is as short as
possible. The posterior beams were blocked from going through
the shoulders expanded by a margin of 1 to 2 cm. Patients were
adjusted to not have heavy skin folds in the neck area at the moul-
droom, CT scanning and treatment. The anterior fields were also
blocked at the sinus cavities and dental fillings. Two additional
near lateral fields on top of the standard four fields were then typ-
ically included for nasopharyngeal cancers. This will avoid most of
the dose contribution to the CTV70 from the posterior beams,
which will undesirably increase the doses in brain and other
healthy tissues. Patients were positioned on top of a 6D robotic
couch capable of translational and rotational corrections (Leoni
CIA, France) and immobilized using a 5-point mask (Orfit Indus-
2

tries, Belgium) to include the shoulders. For cancers of the oral cav-
ity, e.g., tongue and floor of the mouth, a bite block or tongue
depressor were also used to increase reproducibility. Before every
treatment fraction, online verification was performed by rigidly
registering the CBCT images to the planning CT used for treatment
planning. Rigid 6D couch corrections were applied, and the treat-
ment was delivered. Weekly verification CTs were acquired for
monitoring anatomical changes, and if needed, used for plan
adaptation.

To perform rigid registration between the CBCT and planning CT
images, a verification box region was first defined that included all
the CTVs and some of the anatomy such as the skull and mouth
cavity and spine. After the patient was positioned on the table,
2D kV orthogonal images were taken and the patient was manually
repositioned. After the patient adjustment was accepted, a CBCT
was next acquired and an automatic match was performed in
adaPT insight (IBA, Belgium) to rigidly register the CBCT and the
planning CT, with the focus on the structures in the verification
box. If the match is rejected upon evaluation by our radiation ther-
apists, manual adjustments of the match would take place. The
registration of the CTV70 and its surroundings were prioritized over
the matching of CTV54.25 and other anatomy, unless there were
important OARs to be avoided.
Synthetic CTs and contour preparation

To improve the Houndsfield unit accuracy and soft tissue con-
trast of the CBCTs [35], the daily CBCTs were converted to high
quality sCTs having a resolution of 1.0 � 1.5 � 2.0 mm3 using an
in-house validated deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)
architecture [36]. Our CBCTs were acquired at 100kVp and
160 mA, with a resolution = 0.5 � 0.5 � 2.5 mm3. An example of a
CBCT and the corresponding sCT are displayed in Fig. 1a and b.
The window width of the CBCT was set twice higher than the
sCT so that the CBCT becomes visible. Visually, the sCT generated
from the CBCT from the deep learning network has reduced noise,
higher contrast and signal that appears more familiar to the radia-
tion oncologist. Anatomical structures are also more visible on the
sCT compared with the CBCT. The field of view (FoV) of the CBCT
was typically smaller than the FoV of the nominal plan CT. In our
clinic, the CBCTs were acquired such that the CTVs were suffi-
ciently far from the FoV edges to ensure good rigid registration
between the treatment position and nominal plan CT.

The number of CBCTs (hence sCTs) images available per patient
ranged from 31 to 35 (median 34). The median treatment duration
was 48 days and 41 days for conventional and accelerated fraction-
ation schedules, respectively. For every patient, the CTV contours
on the nominal plan CT were propagated to the sCTs using a hybrid
deformable image registration (DIR) [37] in RayStation 11B (Ray-
Search Laboratories, Sweden), resulting in propagated CTVs. The
nominal plan CTVs (CTV70 and CTV54.25) for both original and
adapted (8/28 patients) plans were considered in the analysis. Of
the eight patients, three had target volume contour increase due
to edema, two had swelling in the beam path, one had target vol-
ume contour shrinkage due to weight loss and two had a newmask
made for better position verification.
Error determination

Here, we defined the residual geometrical error dr as a function
of the daily CTV volume overlap with the nominal plan CTV used
for planning. The residual geometrical error dr reflects the inclu-
siveness index concept [38] and may be interpreted as the inclu-
siveness distance, or the smallest margin required to include a
desired percentage of the daily CTV volume within the nominal
plan CTV.



Fig. 1. Example of a (a) CBCT converted using our in-house deep convolution neural network (DCNN) to give a (b) sCT. The windowwidth is set twice higher for the CBCT than
the sCT to increase the visibility of the CBCT. Method of determining residual geometrical errors by: (c) deformably mapping the nominal plan CTV (green) to the sCT to
generate the propagated CTV, d) rigidly mapping the propagated CTV (cyan) back to the nominal plan CT determining the sCT CTV and e) intersecting the rigidly mapped sCT
CTV (yellow) with the expanded nominal plan CTV (pink). The expanded nominal plan CTV containing 95% of the rigidly mapped CTV is outlined in blue.

Fig. 2. Number of daily sCT CTVs (in %) against the expansion (in mm) of the nominal plan CTV for (a) CTV70, (b) CTV54.25 and CTV54.25 regions (c) above and (d) below the
cricoid cartilage for each patient and for the population (solid black line). Each marker represents the number of daily CTVs having 98% (CTV70) or 95% (prophylactic CTV54.25)
volume overlap with the nominal plan CTV expanded by a certain distance for each patient. The result for the entire patient cohort is plotted as a solid black line. The
horizontal dashed black line is the aggregate residual geometrical error dr.

K. Ng Wei Siang, S. Both, E. Oldehinkel et al. Radiotherapy and Oncology 188 (2023) 109856
The method to determine the residual geometrical error dr is
schematically depicted in Fig. 1. After deformably mapping the
nominal plan CTVs to the daily sCTs giving propagated CTVs
(Fig. 1a, b), the daily propagated CTVs were rigidly mapped to
3

the co-registered nominal plan CT (Fig. 1b, c). The nominal plan
CTVs were then expanded isotropically in discrete steps of 1 mm,
up to 6 mm (Fig. 1c). An extra 12 mm shell was included to capture
any outliers. The rigidly mapped propagated CTVs were then inter-



Fig. 3. The fused sCT (orange) and nominal CT (blue) scans for patients a) 10 and b) 23. The 2D axial (left), coronal (top right) and sagittal (bottom right) slices are shown, with
the dotted cross hairs indicating the slice location. The axial slice is located right below the plane where CTV54.25 is divided. The estimated magnitude of the error is displayed
on the axial slice. The green solid and dotted line represents the CTV54.25 contour on the nominal plan CT and sCT, respectively. Majority of the errors are found in the CTV54.25

region below the cricoid cartilage, whereas the match was almost perfect in the head and upper neck region. For patient 10, 25, 5% of the CTV54.25 volume laid below the
cricoid cartilage, corresponding to the overall large residual error dr observed in Fig. 2b. For patient 23, only 7.9% of the CTV54.25 volume laid below the cricoid cartilage, which
explains why dr of the entire CTV54.25 was still small despite the large dr below the cricoid.

Fig. 4. Calculated TCP values for the various dose distributions. The maximum,
median and minimum TCP values are indicated by the red, green and blue dots,
respectively. Each black dot represents the TCP per patient.

Residual head and neck CTV geometrical errors and the corresponding dosimetric and TCP impact
sected with the expanded nominal plan CTVs to determine the vol-
ume overlap. For the CTV70, the residual geometrical error dr was
the minimum interpolated shell distance at which 95% of the daily
CTVs have at least 98% volume overlap with the nominal plan CTV
+ dr. For the CTV54.25 contours, the residual geometrical error dr
was determined at 95% volume overlap. These percentages were
defined upon consultation with our HNC radiation oncologists.
The stricter criterion for the CTV70 relates to the higher recurrence
rate observed in this region [33,39,40].

The sCTs were validated against dose calculations in [36]. To
validate the use of propagated CTV on the sCTs for further analysis,
748 auto-propagated CTV contours on the daily sCTs (Fig. 1b) for
the first 11 out of 28 patients were reviewed and corrected by
the same HNC radiation oncologist (EO) following clinical delin-
eation guidelines (e.g. [41]) on the sCTs. Although anatomical land-
marks were more visible on the sCT and that the sCT presents
information in a way more familiar to the radiation oncologist
compared with the CBCT, it is still insufficient to redraw the GTV
everywhere just using the sCTs, even so for the diagnostic CT with-
out contrast. The contours of the propagated CTVs on the sCTs were
therefore evaluated and adjusted based partially on the GTV on the
planning CT, PET and MRI scans, similar to clinical practice. The
GTV contours of clinically adapted plans were also considered in
the evaluation to evaluate subsequent CTVs. The corrected CTV70

and CTV54.25 are denoted as physician corrected CTV70 and physi-
cian corrected CTV54.25, respectively. Although inter-observer vari-
ability [42] is absent, intra-observer variability persisted due to the
4

lack of ground truth and the difficulty in assessing each CT slice
independently [43]. With strict and consistent adherence to delin-
eation guidelines, this variability reduces and becomes clinically
irrelevant [44]. Given that no consensus exists on evaluating the
propagated contours [11,45], the accuracy of the propagated CTVs
was determined against the physician corrected CTVs based on the
residual geometrical error dr and the dice similarity coefficient
(DSC). The residual geometrical errors dr for physician corrected
CTVs were similarly determined, but by replacing the propagated
CTV with the physician corrected CTV in Fig. 1b. The volumetric
DSC was compared using:

DDSCmean ¼ 1
n

Xi¼n

i¼1
DDSCi ð1Þ

where,

DDSCi ¼ 1
N

Xj¼N

j¼1
DSC propagatedCTV; nominal planCTVð Þij

�

�DSC physician correctedCTV; nominal planCTVð Þij
�
:

Quantities N = 11 and n = 31 are the number of patients and
available sCTs, respectively, with all patients having at least 31
scans.

Upon determining the accuracy of the propagated CTVs con-
tours with the physician corrected CTVs for 11 patients, the resid-
ual geometrical error dr was computed using the propagated CTVs
for the CTV70 and CTV54.25 for the entire patient cohort with 952
sCT scans. For the CTV54.25, the nodes above level III extends down
to the level of the shoulders. Given the high shoulder position vari-
ability [46], the residual geometrical error dr(CTV54.25) in regions
superior and inferior to the cricoid cartilage was separately deter-
mined and subsequently compared. For the CTV70, the analysis was
excluded as on average, only 4.2% of the target volume lies inferior
to the cricoid for our study cohort.
Dosimetric and TCP analysis

To investigate how the delivered target dose coverage and the
TCP are impacted by the residual geometrical errors dr, the accu-
mulated doses were computed using the clinical (original and
adapted) plans for each patient [25,47]. These nominal treatment
plans were robustly optimized with 3 mm/3% setup and range
uncertainty settings based on the robust optimization and evalua-
tion approach of the Dutch consensus for proton therapy centers
[48]. Doses were recalculated on the daily sCTs based on original
or adapted treatment plans. The sCT doses were then warped using
DIR and accumulated on the original CT.



Fig. 5. Dose coverage displayed as the difference between the D98% and 95% of the prescription dose for (a) CTV54.25, (c) CTV54.25 above the cricoid and (e) CTV54.25 below the
cricoid. The corresponding CTV D98% coverages for all patients are plotted against different dose distributions in figures (b), (d) and (f), respectively.

K. Ng Wei Siang, S. Both, E. Oldehinkel et al. Radiotherapy and Oncology 188 (2023) 109856
For target dose coverage impact, D98 was compared between
the accumulated, original, and voxel-wise minimum (voxmin) dose
distributions for both CTV70 and CTV54.25. The voxmin dose distri-
butions were obtained by simulating 14 setup error scenarios for
two density shifts of +/-3% for the original plan per patient [48].
The voxmin dose distribution is then derived from the minimum
dose per voxel across all scenarios. In our clinical practice, target
coverage is considered adequate when D98 > 95% for the voxmin
dose distribution. For the CTV54.25, regions above and below the
cricoid cartilage were also compared.

Tumor control probability (TCP) was determined from the
method of Luhr [33], based on the DVH in the three sub-volumes
of the target: 1) the gross tumor volume (GTV), 2) the CTV70

excluding the GTV and 3) the CTV54.25 excluding the CTV70. The
influence of underdosage of the subvolumes to the TCP is a func-
tion of the rate of recurrences in those volumes. The required input
TCP parameters (dose at 50% tumor control D50 and normalized
slope c50) for HNC were taken from [25], with recurrences of
82%, 16% and 2% for the GTV, the remaining CTV70 and the remain-
ing CTV54.25, respectively [39].
5

The mean of the TCP for the accumulated doses was tested for
statistical significance against the original and voxmin doses using
the two-tailed paired-sample t-test. Statistical significance was set
at p < a∕2, with significance level a = 0.05.
Results

For the CTV70, the residual geometrical error dr was found to be
1.70 and 1.86 mm for the physician corrected CTV and propagated
CTV, respectively. For the CTV54.25, the residual geometrical error
dr for the physician corrected CTV and propagated CTV contours
was 2.35 and 2.61 mm, respectively. The differences in the error
were less than 0.3 mm. The absolute value of DDSC between the
propagated CTVs and physician corrected CTVs averaged over 11
patients (Eq. (1)) was smaller than 1.8% for both CTV70 and
CTV54.25 for all treatment fractions. The obtained DDSCmean

was � 0.45% and � 0.82% for CTV70 and CTV54.25, respectively, indi-
cating minor differences between the physician corrected CTV and
propagated CTV contours. The results were consistent with earlier



Residual head and neck CTV geometrical errors and the corresponding dosimetric and TCP impact
studies that found subvoxel accuracy of the deformable image reg-
istration of Raystation at the head and neck regions [49,50].

Next, the residual geometrical error dr was determined for the
entire patient cohort. Fig. 2 shows the percentage of daily CTVs
against the expansion of the nominal plan CTV for CTV70 (Fig. 2a)
and CTV54.25 (Fig. 2b). The CTV54.25 regions above and below the
cricoid cartilage are shown in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d, respectively.
For the entire patient cohort, the residual geometrical error dr
was 1.91 and 1.90 mm for the CTV70 and CTV54.25, respectively.
Patient 10 had the largest residual geometrical error dr of
3.72 mm for the CTV54.25. However, below the cricoid cartilage,
the residual geometrical error dr (3.93 mm, range, 0.97 mm to
8.49 mm) was almost four times larger than above the cricoid car-
tilage (dr = 1 mm; range, 0.15 mm to 2.13 mm). Patients 7, 10, 13
and 23 (oral cavity, nasopharyngeal, oropharyngeal and nasal cav-
ity carcinomas, respectively) had substantially larger errors com-
pared with the rest of the cohort, with patient 23 having the
largest error at 8.49 mm. Fig. 3 shows a sCT scan fused with the
nominal plan CT for patients 10 and 23. Clearly, the majority of
errors occurred in the CTV54.25 region below the cricoid cartilage,
whereas the match was almost perfect within 1 mm in the head
and upper neck region.

The calculated TCP values are presented against the original,
accumulated and voxmin dose distributions in Fig. 4 for all 28
patients. The TCP of the accumulated dose was statistically similar
to the TCP of the original dose, whereas the TCP of the voxmin dose
was significantly lower. Clearly, the TCP is unaffected by the large
residual errors of the CTV54.25 observed below the cricoid cartilage.

Fig. 5 shows the dose coverage of the entire CTV54.25 and the
CTV54.25 above and below the cricoid cartilage for each patient
(Fig. 5a, c, e) and against the dose distributions (Fig. 5b, d, f).
Patient 10 had the lowest CTV54.25 coverage, which corresponds
to largest residual geometrical error dr for the CTV54.25 (Fig. 2b).
All regions met the target coverage except for the CTV54.25 below
the cricoid cartilage for patient 23, with a dose coverage of D98%

= 93.8%, even lower than the voxmin dose coverage. This patient
had also the largest residual geometrical error dr observed for
the CTV54.25 below the cricoid cartilage (Fig. 2d). However, the
impact on the coverage of the entire CTV54.25 is negligible. The dose
coverage for all prophylactic CTV regions is also statistically similar
between the original and accumulated dose distributions.
Discussion

In this study, we have attempted to quantify the accuracy of the
propagated contours by having a physician performed manual
review. Results show minimal differences in the geometrical errors
obtained between the propagated CTVs and the physician cor-
rected CTVs. The accuracy of the deformable image registration
algorithm used in this study was shown earlier to be up to 2 mm
[50]. Although we do not expect the uncertainty by deformable
image registration to impact our main findings, it is important to
note that our analysis is fundamentally limited by the available
information in a CBCT, hence the corrected sCT. As a result, the
physician’s review on the sCT serves only as a surrogate for true
accuracy. Assessing this accuracy is extremely challenging and falls
outside the scope of this work. Nonetheless, as radiotherapy pro-
gresses into an era of online or real-time adaption, it remains vital
to be aware of this inherent limitation.

Residual geometrical errors are found to be less than 2 mm for
both the CTV70 and CTV54.25 after daily online CBCT verification.
However, the CTV54.25 error has a larger spread attributed to the
higher lower neck and shoulder position variability, independent
of the primary tumor type (3.93 mm for lower neck and shoulder
c.f. 1.00 mm for head and upper neck). Large residual deformation
6

errors of more than 3 mm of the CTVs in the lower neck are also
found by several studies [24,51,52], suggesting the use of larger
margins for lower neck targets, particularly targets involving the
larynx. Recent studies showed that a dose coverage of 40 Gy could
be adequate for the prophylactic CTV [53,54], suggesting that cur-
rent CTV underdosage due to large errors might be clinically irrel-
evant. However, the geometrical errors of the lower neck and
shoulders should not be disregarded and should be properly
accounted for during treatment planning, especially when dose is
de-escalated for the prophylactic CTV. This will also avoid unex-
pected high doses to the surrounding healthy tissues.

Our results also show that the large residual geometrical errors
observed in the neck and shoulder regions does not necessary lead
to underdosage to the CTV54.25 over the course of treatment. One
patient in our study had a slight underdosage of the CTV54.25 in
the lower neck regions even though 8 mm residual geometrical
errors were present. This is similarly observed by Hamming-
Vrieze et al. [11] and Van Kranen et. al [24], where gross anatom-
ical changes and the calculated dosimetric differences appear
weakly correlated.

For all patients in our cohort, the TCP of both the original and
accumulated dose distributions is higher than the TCP of the vox-
min dose distribution, or the lower limit of the TCP value for which
we still consider adequate for our treatments. The TCP calculated
according to Luhr et al. in our study is subsequently found rela-
tively insensitive to the underdosage of the CTV54.25 compared
with that of the CTV70. From empirical data, most recurrences
occur in the GTV. Therefore, the TCP obtained from the accumu-
lated dose is not severely affected by the lower doses to the
CTV54.25 regions observed for some patients in this study. However,
the DTCP due to residual geometrical errors may differ per tumor
site despite similar tumor stages and volumes (e.g., HPV-positive
and HPV-negative oropharyngeal cancers). Also, the impact of the
large lower neck geometrical errors on the TCP of tumors located
at the lower neck regions is expected to be larger. Therefore, the
large positioning errors of the lower neck and shoulders have to
be considered in treatment planning.

A limitation of our study is that our cohort did not contain a lot
of supraglottic laryngeal cancer patients treated. The consequences
of the larger lower neck geometrical errors for TCP might be more
for patients with laryngeal cancers or with positive nodes in level II
or higher due to the higher risk of nodal metastases in this region
(level III and IV). Consequently, asymmetrical CMRO setup error
margins for the head and upper neck regions at 2 mm and lower
neck regions at 4 mmmay be considered if target volume dose cov-
erage to the lower neck regions is critical, taking in account the a
priori risks of nodal metastases and recurrences in these areas.

We recognize that accurate recording of the GTV and CTV on a
CT without contrast (hence on our daily synthetic CTs) is not
always possible. This uncertainty may influence inter- and intraob-
server variability and hence the validation of our propagated con-
tours. However, the correction of the propagated contours by our
radiation oncologist in this study was carried out following clinical
practice and strict delineation guidelines. Our conclusions are
therefore expected not to be greatly affected.

Another limitation is that the isocentric errors of the onboard
CBCT imaging system and the delivery beam are neglected. From
the results obtained from our comprehensive machine QA pro-
gram in an earlier work, the total isocentricity error is conserva-
tively estimated at 0.50 mm [25]: the interfraction geometrical
errors are still much larger. Our conclusions are therefore
expected not to change. The limited FoV of the CBCTs could also
impact the accuracy of the contour propagation and dose recon-
structions of the CTVs. However, the CTVs are usually far from
the FoV edges and therefore the study outcome is expected not
to change.
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The large geometrical errors at the shoulder regions observed in
our study could be attributed to the immobilization device we
used. We noticed our masks were more compliant at the shoulder
regions due to more material stretching. Using a more rigid, immo-
bilization mask may mitigate this issue. However, this tend to
decrease the comfort of the patients, hence increasing positioning
difficultly, which should be taken into consideration.

It should be noted that the errors obtained in this study are
derived assuming negligible intrafraction motions due to e.g.,
swallowing or large tongue displacements. Care should be taken
when applying a 2 mm margin for a patient who swallows fre-
quently, especially for IMPT treatments with no repainting as the
pencil beam spots could miss the target completely, increasing
the interplay effect. Intrafraction motion could also be important
for treatment plans having short irradiation times. Online or real
time plan adaption or motion intervention strategies [55] may be
considered for these patients.

In this study, we investigated how all errors impact the choice
of robust optimization settings. An important follow up would be
to differentiate the nature of the geometrical errors and investigate
techniques to mitigate the respective errors. As Korevaar et al. [48]
have earlier demonstrated, the evaluation of the voxmin CTV-
based plan evaluation is an alternative to PTV-based plan evalua-
tion. We expect our conclusions on the margins to hold also for
the PTV-method. This investigation, which is outside the scope of
our study, would be an interesting follow up.

Conclusion

Our analysis on 952 daily sCTs indicates that the reduction of
CMRO setup uncertainty settings from 3 mm to 2 mm for robust
planning of HNC IMPT patients is acceptable for the general popu-
lation for both therapeutic and prophylactic CTVs above the cricoid
cartilage to account for the residual geometrical errors. The range
uncertainty is considered 3%. Treatment setup conditions include
employment of a 5-point immobilization mask, bite block or ton-
gue depressor for oral cavity tumors and 6D couch in conjunction
with daily 3D online verification. This is consistent with the find-
ings presented by Wagenaar et al using probabilistic dose accumu-
lation. Caution should be taken when applying this 2 mm margin
below the cricoid cartilage on patients with large irregular head
and neck motions, with primary tumors or high nodal metastases
risk in the neck and shoulder regions or when using immobiliza-
tion devices where the shoulders are less reproducible. Asymmet-
rical patient and location specific margins could be considered
during treatment planning: 2 mm at the head and upper neck
regions and 4 mm at the lower neck and shoulder regions. Online
or real time adaptive radiotherapy, better, possibly more rigid (de-
pending on patient comfort) immobilization devices or motion
management strategies could also be considered to reduce the
lower neck and shoulder residual geometrical errors. The results
are also expected to translate to HNC patients receiving photon
or electron radiotherapy with similar immobilization and treat-
ment setup verification.
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